The hidden illness of endoscopy patients: mental health disorders, Part I.
Because nearly half of all adults experience some mental health disorders in their lifetime, many endoscopy patients must have psychiatric problems along with their gastrointestinal (GI) illnesses. In addition, all patients undergoing an endoscopic procedure experiences some degree of apprehension and worry; anxiety itself is a major factor in most mental illnesses. Endoscopy nurses are very good at establishing rapport quickly with patients and learning about the patient's health history from all the available sources of information. These nurses spend much of their time teaching, listening, reassuring, and caring for people undergoing GI procedure, and these same skills are an important part of the care in mental health disorders. A series of case studies of GI patients in a busy endoscopy department document and summarize the mental health disorder each experienced and the pertinent care given by the GI nurse during an endoscopy or gastric laboratory procedure. Although it is inappropriate for endoscopy nurses to attempt to diagnose major psychiatric disease or provide psychiatric interventions for these patients, their nursing care and reassurance enable the patients to successfully complete their GI procedures.